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Abstract

Human excellence in virtually all domains is guided by mental factors. The experiences of 
exceptional performers suggest that there are seven critical elements of excellence: Commitment, 
Belief, Full Focus, Positive Images, Mental Readiness, Distraction Control and Constructive 
Evaluation. These elements combine to form a "Wheel of Excellence" that provides a working 
framework to guide the pursuit of excellence. Each of the seven elements of excellence is discussed 
and suggestions are made for application in practical performance enhancement situations. Quotes 
from great performers illustrate each element.

What enables you to become great at what you do?

What allows you to perform at the highest levels of excellence?

For twenty five years I have worked as a mental training consultant with great performers in many 
different pursuits. I have learned from thousands of hours of individual interviews, careful 
observations, and extensive two-way interactions with athletes, coaches, and performers in a variety 
of settings. My interaction with some athletes who became the best in the world began when they 
were in their developmental stages, continued through their entire sporting careers, and included 
their transition to other meaningful pursuits .I have also learned important lessons about excellence 
from a series of in-depth interview studies investigating the mental qualities of exceptional 
performers in sport and other high performance domains. Most of these studies were conducted in 
collaboration with my graduate students at the University of Ottawa.

 



Seven Elements of Excellence

Throughout the course of my extensive interaction with world class performers, seven critical 
components of personal excellence have continued to surface as the essence of excellence. These 
basic elements of excellence allow you to excel or become the best you can possibly be in your 
chosen pursuit. The first two elements are Commitment and Belief. Together they form the hub or 
heart of human excellence. These two elements of excellence encompass your overall perspective or 
orientation towards excellence, the way you view yourself, your capacity and the importance of 
your pursuit, and your desire to become your best. Your commitment or passion for your pursuit, 
your willingness to work hard and persist in the face of challenges and obstacles, and the extent to 
which you grow to believe in yourself and what you are doing are critical components of 
excellence. The five remaining elements of excellence, presented as spokes on the Wheel of 
Excellence, are : Full Focus, Positive Images, Mental Readiness, Distraction Control, and 
Constructive Evaluation . These five spokes of excellence are mental skills that channel 
commitment and belief into a series of positive actions that make your performance wheel run 
smoothly and efficiently. Each of the seven elements of excellence is discussed below.

 
Commitment

Everything I do, whether it is weights, or running, or the normal training things, or the leisure 
activities I do, is all geared toward how it's going to affect my performance. Everything is 
opportunity/cost. If I go out to a movie instead of going hiking as my leisure activity, what is the 
cost of that? If I go to the movies instead of a hike, does that help or hurt my performance. I've got 
to judge that. I've always thought this way. I have always dreamed about being the best in the world. 
Maybe that's different from other people. ( Larry Cain - Olympic Champion - Canoeing) It's 
committed through the ups and downs. Committed through the good results and the bad results, 
when you're coming in 50th and it looks like there's never an end to the bad results.

You still have to be committed and still focused and still trying to win every race. I think the day 
that you let your commitment go is the day you don't have a chance to win. ( Kerrin Lee Gartner -
Olympic Champion -Alpine Skiing) The first element of excellence is your COMMITMENT:

• to excel
• to be the best you can be
• to do everything required to excel
• to develop the mental, physical and technical links to excellence
• to set clear personal goals and relentlessly pursue them
• to persist in the face of obstacles
• to give everything of yourself you can give.

Commitment is the first essential ingredient guiding the pursuit of excellence. To excel at anything 
you must have or develop an extremely high level of dedication, self-discipline, passion, joy or love 
for what you are doing. You must truly commit yourself to be the best you can be and continuously 
strive to make personal improvements and meaningful contributions.



Excellence requires an incredible commitment to persist through the ups and downs associated with 
becoming your best and maintaining your best performance. You must ignite something within that 
drives you to excel. You must not only commit yourself to the goal of excelling, but must also 
commit yourself to act on a daily basis in ways that lead you to excel. This includes committing 
yourself to engage in ongoing, high quality preparation (mental, physical and technical) and 
committing yourself to give your best for the entire performance. It means setting clear personal 
goals and relentlessly pursuing them.

To excel at the highest level, commitment moves to the point at which the pursuit itself becomes the 
center of your life, at least for certain extended periods of time while you are engaged in 
preparation and performances. The world's best performers carry an extremely high level of 
commitment or passion for their pursuit. This is required to attain the highest levels of excellence.

For consistent high level performance you must commit not only to high quality training and 
maximum performance, but also to adequate recovery. Allowing enough time for physical and 
mental regeneration is a critical part of high quality performance. You must learn to "train smart" 
and listen to your own body. You must respect your basic needs for relaxation, rest, regeneration, 
sleep, good nutrition and joyful moments away from your performance domain. If your needs for 
rest and regeneration are not respected, you are susceptible to over-training, loss of focus, 
inconsistent performance, chronic fatigue, irritability, illness, and injury. What you do away from 
the performance arena has a tremendous effect on what you do in the performance arena.

One of the greatest challenges of ongoing excellence lies in respecting changing needs and ensuring 
that your current commitment is directed toward benefiting you and your ultimate goals. This 
requires that you establish a positive personal balance between quality training/performance and 
quality rest/relaxation. It also means that you adjust the balance as necessary, as you move along 
your path of personal excellence.

The single-mindedness that allows you to attain the highest levels of excellence is not necessarily 
what allows you to continue to excel. Ongoing excellence requires that you respect your individual 
needs and carry a focus that frees you to perform. Once your technical or physical skills have 
become highly polished, your commitment must be balanced with trust, rest and joyful diversion to 
avoid overload. This will allow regeneration and enable you to return to the performance arena 
feeling energized, positive, confident and focused.

 
Belief/Self-Confidence

I was really confident. I knew I was good enough, that if I put everything together, I could win. But 
I wasn't really thinking that. I was thinking how I would put it all together (Olympic Champion)
The focus is so clear that you shut your thoughts off and you trust yourself and believe in yourself 
You've already prepared for years and years. All you do is go, it's very natural. (Kerrin Lee Gartner 
Olympic Champion – Alpine Skiing)

The second element of excellence is your BELIEF or CONFIDENCE



• in your own potential
• in the meaningfulness of your pursuit
• in your focus
• in your capacity to achieve your goal(s)
• in your preparation or readiness
• in those with whom you work or play

Belief is the second essential ingredient in the pursuit of excellence. Excellence is guided by belief 
in your potential, your goal, the meaningfulness of your goal, and trust in your capacity to reach 
that goal. To excel, you must believe that you are investing in something worthwhile and that you 
have a good chance of making it happen. Belief in yourself, your teammates, and your mission all 
enhance commitment. Your overall depth of confidence and commitment is strengthened when you 
believe in the people and/or organization with whom you are linked in pursuing your goal, and 
when you know these people value you, believe in you and are committed to your goals and 
development.

Individuals, teams, groups and organizations do not excel in a vacuum. They need the stimulation 
and support of other good people to excel. Most people need at least one person who believes in 
them, makes them feel competent, loves them or supports their goals and dreams.

Excellence within teams or groups occurs most readily when you have an unwavering commitment 
to a common goal, when you genuinely believe you can achieve the goal, when each team member 
feels he or she has a meaningful role to play in pursuing that goal, when you are treated with 
respect, and when there is a strong sense of ownership, collaboration and mutual support in 
pursuing the goal. Respect and mutual support directly affect commitment and belief. Being treated 
with respect and challenged in positive ways enhances your commitment and your belief in your 
capacity to excel. Anything that strengthens belief frees you to perform at a higher level.

Belief in yourself and confidence in your capacity allows you to extend your limits, create your own 
opportunities and push through performance barriers. Where there is unwavering belief in your 
capacity to carry out a mission and absolute connection with your performance, doors are opened to 
higher levels of excellence. When negative thoughts interfere with trust, performance wavers. In the 
same way that belief can unlock doors, doubts can place limits on possibilities and potentials. In the 
presence of belief your performance blossoms; in its absence you never touch your potential.

The steps to personal BELIEF often include:

1. Someone believing in you
2. Thinking maybe you can
3. Acting as if you can
4. Believing you can
5. Knowing you can
6. Trusting you will

The extent to which you grow to believe in yourself is dependent upon the extent to which you live 
and experience concrete events that serve to enhance your belief. Belief in yourself is strengthened 



when you think and act in positive ways. The development of a strong sense of confidence in 
yourself is nurtured when you: engage in thorough high quality technical, physical, and mental 
preparation; experience success in training simulations or performances; look for the positive parts 
of all performances; talk to yourself in positive ways about your experiences and capacity; and 
continuously draw out constructive lessons to improve and refine the quality of your performance.

People rarely begin sport or other high performance pursuits with total belief in their capacity to 
execute tasks with precision. You often do not know what you are capable of doing. Rookie 
surgeons in an operating theater and rookie athletes in a competition arena acquire belief through 
experiences in the performance and practice arena from which they learn and grow. Belief is 
strengthened by experiencing improvement and success, learning from others, receiving positive, 
constructive feedback, and feeling the support of others. Belief is further strengthened by 
developing essential mental skills associated with excellence. Each of these mental skills serves to 
enhance the quality of preparation and the consistency of your performance in "the arena," all of 
which enhance belief. As mental skills are strengthened, confidence is strengthened and 
commitment is enhanced. As commitment rises, you often act in ways that further enhance your 
belief and the level of your performance.
Belief is a two- way phenomenon. It opens the door to higher levels of excellence, and higher levels 
of excellence open the door to higher levels of belief. You may occasionally perform well without 
fully believing in yourself, but to excel to your potential your sense of trust in yourself must reach a 
high level.
 
Full Focus

Everybody basically has the same tools, within a certain leeway but there's only one individual that 
wins, the one with the most desire and best focus. Very small differences create a very large edge 
towards winning. (World Champion Athlete)

Concentration is a thing you have to learn first and foremost...

There are many things going through your head and you must see to it that these things bring you to 
one point and you leave the others. (Elite Classical Musician)

Once I actually start the surgery then I focus on each step of the surgery. As I actually make the skin 
incision, I'm focusing, concentrating on the layers below the skin. Each step has its own focus. 
(Elite Neurosurgeon)

The third element of excellence centers around being FULLY FOCUSED:

• for the duration of the performance
• on the task at hand
• in the moment
• in the zone
• on the performance
• totally connecting to learning, experiencing or performing
• on auto pilot
• letting things unfold naturally.



Focusing is the single most important mental skill associated with performance excellence. 
Focusing refers to the ability to concentrate totally on what you are doing, seeing, reading, hearing, 
learning, feeling, observing or experiencing while you are engaged in the activity or performance. 
Focusing fully not only allows you to connect totally with what you are experiencing, but also frees 
you to perform without being disturbed by distracting thoughts.

Your skill at focusing affects your rate of learning as well as the quality of learning, practice, 
preparation, and performance. Your ability to direct and control your focus also affects your level of 
activation and relaxation. You control the volume, intensity, direction and persistence of your 
actions and reactions through your focus. To perform effectively, especially in situations that count, 
a refined ability to focus fully on the right things (i.e. the things that "work" for you) is essential.

The successful execution of all mental skills on the Wheel of Excellence is dependent upon your 
ability to focus appropriately. Each of these mental skills provide ongoing opportunities to practice 
and refine your focusing skills. The extent to which you can fully focus on the right things for the 
duration of your performance is the single most important on-site mental skill affecting skilled 
performance. You must learn to connect totally with your performance, and trust yourself to 
perform as you have been trained to perform. You must free yourself from unnecessary internal or 
external interference to step into the zone for high level performance.

Connected focusing is the core of skilled human performance. The mental skills and perspectives on 
the Wheel of Excellence are all directed toward empowering you to enter this fully focused 
performance zone on a consistent basis. To achieve your performance potential, you must become 
highly accomplished at focusing only on what is within your immediate control to the exclusion of 
irrelevant thoughts, distracting input, or thoughts about the outcome of your performance. You must 
connect totally to executing the immediate task at hand. You must free yourself to let your 
performance unfold naturally.

The single most important mental goal for the successful execution of all performances is to train 
your mind and body to the point that you can connect fully for the duration of your performance. 
Focus in the present, in "the here and now" for the duration of the action-oriented part of your 
performance. During breaks in the action or when you are away from the performance arena, take 
advantage of opportunities for "mental time outs." A simple positive shift in focus to something less 
demanding or more relaxing can allow you to relax and return with an effective performance focus.

Your focus is the leader, the play maker, helmsman, quarterback, point guard. Where your focus 
goes, everything else follows. Focus leads activation, anxiety, relaxation, learning, mental 
readiness, personal growth and performance excellence. Let it lead wisely.

 
Positive Images

When you are parachuting, you have an emergency procedure to go through... depending on what 
kind of failure you have with your parachute. You've only got a few seconds to go through that 
matrix... I spent a great deal of time visualizing the scenarios and it happened to me. And it's 



incredible because you've got that matrix down flat, you just go through it. And by four hundred 
feet I had the problem solved and I didn't die. And so you get down on the ground and you go - - I 
won. You touched death and you won. (Astronaut)

Towards the end of my emergency medicine program I was using more imagery to help me 
survive... Emergency medicine is a very unstructured environment... you can never predict what's 
going to happen to you... To minimize my stress... I imagine the department falling apart and being 
able to handle the problems when they arise... Imagine yourself with six problems on the go and 
dealing with it calmly and in an efficient manner. When I did that I would go in and work my shift 
and it would be great It's the same patients, same volume, same problems and yet it would work out 
really well. (Emergency Surgeon)

The fourth element of excellence uses POSITIVE IMAGES to:

• dream big dreams
• go after your dreams
• follow a desired course of action
• pursue specific targets or goals
• prepare yourself to act and react in constructive ways
• feel the flawless execution of desired performance skills
• create positive feelings about yourself and your capacity
• make corrections
• remain positive
• enhance confidence

Positive imagery is useful for guiding your belief, focus, and performance, and for creating good 
feelings about yourself and your capacity. Through positive imagery you can pre-experience and re-
experience feelings, sensations, skills or actions that are important for the successful execution of 
your task. High quality images of high quality performances allow you to experience yourself 
following desired courses of action and help you to feel ready to perform to your highest potential. 
These multi-sensory images take you where you want to go and often where you have not yet been.

The specific nature of your pursuit and your personal history will dictate the content of your 
imagery and the extent to which you draw upon different senses. However, those who attain the 
highest levels of excellence experience clear, positive, process-oriented performance images as real 
"feelings" in their mind/body.

Imagery for excellence is holistic in nature, allowing you to pre-experience and re-experience 
quality performances and desired outcomes with all your senses. This imagery serves to guide your 
actions, reactions, and experiences. It nurtures feelings of control and an integrated high quality 
mind-body connection. It sets the stage and focus for high quality performance. (In an elite fighter 
pilot competition) one of the tasks was minimum time to intercept. You're simulating that you are 
sitting runway alert and you're scrambled to go intercept some sort of incoming threat. You jump in 
your jet and you launch minimum time and you're trying to intercept this person as far away as 
possible before they release whatever they're going to release. The purpose was minimum time to 
intercept and identify what they were. And so we set down on paper and figured out the most 



efficient and fastest way to do these things... We got maps of where this actual competition was 
taking place, mapped out all the possible routes, what the best way to get out there would be... We 
tried all different types of waiting patterns, you go into waiting until you can turn your nose and 
come in on someone... we practiced identification on a bunch of airplane types so we would learn 
the best way to roll in and come up and be able to identify what it is we're looking at.. We just went 
over those, over and over and over, until the whole thing became very familiar so that the first time 
we ever did it in competition, it was, we'd been there before. (Elite Fighter Pilot)

The world's best performers (e.g. athletes, surgeons, astronauts, and classical musicians) have 
highly developed imagery skills that they use daily They draw upon these skills to: prepare 
themselves for high quality performances, recall and refine technical skills, make corrections, relax, 
experience themselves as successful and in control, regain control when struggling, set a positive 
frame of mind and create a high quality focus.

 
Mental Readiness

I would give a very, very high priority to mental readiness, because it applies to your overall 
knowledge, experience, and overall preparation for this given event. It's everything. It's the 
confidence of knowing that you have done everything that can be done before you go in there, that 
you have prepared yourself as well as you possibly can, and that you know you can do it (Elite 
Cardiac Surgeon)

For an ascent (into space)... where it's eight and a half minutes long... it's a very complicated series 
of events and we go through it all the time - in some of our simulators here. I get a piece of paper 
and I'd write down, "okay this is important, this is important," going through the sequence of 
events. Later I sit down and I try to order those notes and see what's really important and what's not 
and focus it down so that now when I get into an ascent simulator I know which ones to pay 
attention to and which ones to ignore. (Astronaut)

The fifth element of excellence is your MENTAL READINESS to:

• create and take advantage of learning and performance opportunities
• develop essential mental, physical, and technical skills necessary to excel in your pursuit
• plan, practice and prepare effectively
• perform to capacity (usually accomplished with a commitment to follow an effective pre-

performance routine to enter your best mental "zone" for quality performance)
• follow a path that brings out the best in you
• relax yourself and your focus away from the performance zone

Mental readiness refers to a positive state you carry into learning and performance situations. It is 
dependent upon the other mental skills on the Wheel of Excellence. To have a realistic chance of 
excelling you must become highly proficient at mentally readying yourself to: learn essential 
mental, physical and technical skills, practice essential skills to perfection, and effectively perform 
those skills under competitive conditions.



Personal excellence requires that you become proficient at getting the most out of your daily 
learning and living experiences. This begins with a commitment to make the most of each learning 
and performance opportunity. Excellence demands that you develop an effective way to enter a 
high-quality, focused, performance zone on a consistent basis. You need an effective mental plan 
that is capable of bringing you to a heightened state of readiness for learning and performance. 
Positive images, positive thoughts, and specific reminders about what you want to do and how you 
can best focus to do it are normally incorporated into this mental readying process.
To excel at learning, performing, or living, you must project an openness to learning and a 
commitment to ongoing personal growth. You must engage yourself in a continual process of self- 
discovery, and act upon those discoveries that lead you to your best focus and best performances. 
Your focus is the leader. When you discover what works best and feels best, you must follow that 
path, even in the face of obstacles from others who may dictate another path.
Consistent high-level performers are great at following their own best path. They carry a positive 
perspective, respect what works best for them, focus fully and continue to look for ways to improve. 
This path becomes so natural for some great performers that they are able to follow it consistently 
without much conscious awareness.
 
Distraction Control

The player that is not playing well is backing off shots, telling peopIe in the gallery to move and 
they're hearing every noise on the golf course. Whereas the player who is playing well you could 
drop their bag at the top of their backswing and it wouldn't bother them. (Top Professional Golfer)

If something goes wrong that is catastrophic, the important thing is not to allow people to start 
jumping around and going hysterical. You just have to stand quiet, be in complete control and keep 
totally focused on the area you're dealing with. (Elite Cardiac Surgeon)

Every once in a while we'll miss a note... I try not to think of it. It's gone. (Elite Classical Musician)

The sixth element of excellence is CONTROLLING DISTRACTIONS in order to:

• maintain an effective focus
• regain an effective focus when distracted before, during or after a performance
• quickly re-enter "the zone" of high performance
• perform consistently at a high level
• stick with your own game plan
• get adequate rest
• stay on your own best path for personal excellence.

Distraction control refers to your ability to maintain or regain a positive, effective focus when faced 
with potential distractions, negative input, or setbacks. These distractions may be external, arising 
from your environment, or internal, arising from your own thinking or expectations. Maintaining 
and regaining a constructive focus is a critical part of performing to your capacity on a consistent 
basis, whether distractions occur before, during, between or after events. Developing your ability to 
refocus in a positive direction is an extremely important factor affecting the consistency of 
performance in all domains. When you experience lapses in concentration or setbacks during a 
performance, the goal is to quickly regain a fully connected focus. This is made possible by 



planning to refocus and refining your ability to use cues, images, or reminders to rapidly refocus on 
what is within your immediate control in the present moment. Once you have developed the ability 
to fully focus on your task (even for moderate periods of time), distraction control (or refocusing) 
becomes the single most important mental factor affecting the consistency of high level 
performance.

 
Constructive Evaluation

It has become more important to identify as closely as possible where I've screwed up, and then to 
work on that in practice to make sure it doesn't happen again. I'll sit back now after a race and I'll 
analyze it with a fine-tooth comb. I can pick a stroke here and there that may have affected the 
outcome of the race. When I do that, and I find out I missed the fifth stroke off the line, or the 
stroke was still short and it should be long, or my transition wasn't as good as it should be, I can go 
back and work on that phase of my race and get the kinks out. By analyzing my race, stroke for 
stroke, figuring out what I did wrong, I can put together a more perfect race. The idea is you try and 
recall exactly what happened in the race and gain from it. I'm always repeating the plan in practice, 
and working on certain points that I can identify as screw-ups in a previous race. (Larry Cain - 
Olympic Champion - Canoeing )

We debrief extensively. We go through every single flight, every turn. What did you do here? What 
cues were you using, how did you do that, how did you make the airplane do that? And we try to 
learn from each experience . The reason we all do that in peace time is so that we know we're as 
competent as anybody can be so that if we have to go fight with those things, we're better than 
anybody else. (Elite Fighter Pilot)

You get into a sort of routine where you debrief yourself, learn from your mistakes and then when 
the next sim starts it is a different ball game. (Astronaut)

The seventh element of excellence is CONSTRUCTIVE EVALUATION of training and 
performance situations to:

• reflect upon what you did well
• reflect upon what you can refine or improve
• draw out important lessons from each experience/performance
• assess the role of your commitment, attitude, mental readiness, and focus in relation to your 

performance outcome
• target areas for improvement
• act upon the lessons learned.

Excellence requires that you develop an effective process for personal evaluation, and that you act 
upon the lessons drawn from these evaluations. Constructive evaluation includes looking for the 
good things and targeting areas for improvement in yourself, your performance, your environment 
and your experiences. You can draw inspiration, confidence and joy from reflecting on positive 
experiences and personal highlights.



Important lessons are gained by evaluating your overall performance, critical portions of your 
performance, and the role your mental state played in your performance (e.g., mental readiness, 
trust, distraction control and sustained focus). Constructive evaluation of mental and physical 
performance skills requires two things, 1) reflecting on what went well, and 2) targeting areas for 
continued improvement. Through experience, top performers have developed constructive 
evaluation procedures that are highly individualized and personally effective. This guides their 
continued pursuit of excellence.
To achieve your highest performance level continue to evaluate your preparation and focus. The 
lessons extracted can be written down, discussed, or mentally reviewed. The important point is that 
you develop an effective evaluation procedure to pull out lessons, and act upon those lessons on a 
consistent basis. Your rate of learning, as well as the performance level you ultimately attain, is 
directly affected by the extent to which you engage in thorough, ongoing, constructive personal 
evaluation.
 
Discussion

The most striking finding in our series of interview studies with people who excel in different 
pursuits was the extent to which they had similar mental skills and perspectives. Exceptional 
Japanese athletes, all of whom were Olympic or World Champions, had performance perspectives 
and mental skills that were very similar to exceptional athletes in Canada and the United States. 
Exceptional surgeons and astronauts in North America had performance perspectives and mental 
strengths similar to exceptional classical musicians in Europe. There are individual differences with 
respect to how these mental skills are combined, utilized, and orchestrated, but the Wheel of 
Excellence is evident in virtually all of the most exceptional performers. Some may utilize certain 
components more than others, and some may be more spontaneous or more systematic in their 
preparation and application of these skills. For example, top classical musicians found spontaneity, 
flexibility and creativity to be an important factor in their mental readiness to perform. Some 
performers may need to focus more on mentally preparing themselves to "read" and react quickly. 
This is true for individuals in team sports, combative sports and others facing situations that 
demand quick, accurate responses to changing situations. Appropriate action and reactions in these 
pursuits is led by thorough mental preparation and trust in your ability to react automatically.

Some performers emphasize the importance of fun, passion or enjoyment in their pursuits. This 
enhances their level of commitment, focus and the extent to which they remain positive within their 
pursuit. In a study with NHL hockey players, almost all players mentioned the importance of fun 
and enjoyment in their pursuit of excellence . Top classical musicians also spoke of the power that 
an ongoing sense of joy and passion plays in embracing their musical pursuits..

Regardless of individual preferences, performers in all domains perform their best when they have 
fully functioning Wheels. The combination of commitment and full focus appear to be the two most 
essential daily mental links to excellence. Commitment provides the drive to do the extensive work 
that is required to excel, and focus directs the quality of learning and performance in meaningful 
ways. Performers will not come close to their highest levels of excellence without developing a 
tremendous commitment and a great focus.



 
Nurturing Excellence

The seven elements that make up the Wheel of Excellence are closely linked and often operate 
interdependently. Focusing has the capacity to strengthen every other element and each has a role to 
play in nurturing excellence. Commitment provides the fuel that leads you along the path of 
excellence day-by-day. Belief in your potential provides the inspiration to pursue your dreams. 
Commitment nurtures belief and belief strengthens your commitment. Together they open the door 
to new realities.

The mental spokes on the Wheel translate your commitment and belief into positive action. They 
are the working parts of the Wheel that ensure you roll forward in a positive direction. Clear 
positive images of where you want to go and how you will get there give concrete direction to your 
commitment and belief. They provide a specific path and visible goals, and thereby guide your 
pursuit of excellence. Focusing takes you down this path, day-by-day, step by step, moment by 
moment. Focusing on the right things at the right time makes excellence and new realities possible. 
Mental readiness prepares you to enter your performance arena at the right moment and in the right 
frame of mind. It allows you to be consistent with high level performance. Distraction control keeps 
you on your desired path and gets you back on track when you stray away. Constructive evaluation 
ensures that you continue to learn and grow by drawing out positive lessons along the way, and act 
on them every day. Developing the seven elements of excellence empowers you to journey where 
you have never been before.

We fall short of our personal potential in sport, school, work, relationships, health, and life when 
our mental wheels are running with underdeveloped or untapped parts. Either the heart of 
commitment and belief is not strong enough, or one of the five mental spokes is not being fully 
utilized. This results in an inconsistent or shaky wheel, and shaky wheels do not lead you to 
personal excellence.

The goal of personal excellence is to do everything in your power to fulfil your own goals and 
dreams. This may include raising the level and consistency of your performance, experiencing a 
greater sense of joy or satisfaction in your personal and professional pursuits, and enhancing the 
quality of your life. Everyone begins at a different place with respect to personal assets.

When you develop and stretch those assets to the limit, even for short periods of time, you touch 
personal excellence.

 
Making the Wheel Work for You

The Wheel of Excellence can serve as a guide in your own pursuit of personal excellence. Decide 
where you are strong and where you need strengthening. Target areas for personal improvement and 
work at it. The following questions may help in clarifying your direction.

 
Commitment



Are your goals clear, challenging and targeted at being your best?

Do you work at improving something every day , in every practice, in every performance?

Is your commitment to training, practice or preparation strong enough to take you to your high level 
goals?

Is your commitment to respect your personal needs for rest, balance, recovery, and good nutrition, 
strong enough to take you to your goals?

 
Belief/Self-Confidence

Do you believe in your capacity to reach your goal(s)?

Are you putting yourself in situations that give you the greatest chance of believing in yourself and 
achieving your goals?

Do you think and act in ways that make you feel positive and confident?

Do you have a plan to get there – Do you trust your plan and your preparation?

Will you free yourself to let good things unfold?

 
Full Focus

Do you know what focus works best for you?

Do you have a plan to consistently get into your best focus?

Do you work at improving your focus? How?

Do you focus on doing the little things that work best for you every day, for the duration of your 
performance?

 
Positive Images

Do you imagine yourself performing (or interacting) the way you would ‘ideally’ like to be.

Do you imagine yourself achieving your goals?

Do you imagine yourself doing the little things that will allow you to achieve your goals?

Do you "wake up" your positive images by acting in ways that will take you a step closer to your 
goals each day?

 
Mental Readiness



Do you carry a perspective that centers on ongoing learning and growing?

Do you mentally prepare yourself to live and perform your best? Consistently?

Do you trust yourself to free your performance unfold?

Do you remain open to the creativity of the moment and the dynamics of the situation?

 
Distraction Control

Do you carry a perspective or focus that allows you to avoid, minimize, or take control of 
distractions?

Do you carry a performance focus that allows you to maintain your best focus even when faced 
with setbacks or distractions?

Do you prepare yourself to flow through distractions, and focus on quickly regaining control when 
faced with performance errors or setbacks?

 
Constructive Evaluation

Do you draw lessons out of every experience or every performance (i.e. what went well and what 
needs refinement)?

Do you act on those lessons every day or every opportunity

Do you re-run the things that you want to improve by correcting them in your mind?

Do you reflect upon the role that your mind-set and focus played in your performance?

Do you act on those reflections?

You can apply these questions and the seven elements of excellence to any area of your life. The 
Wheel of Excellence is relevant to anything that is important in life. I wish you the best in your 
quest to make it run wisely and smoothly.


